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swing of the whole system north and south with the sun
have been discussed in chapter IV Viewed broadly the
result is that in the warm season i e from November to
April the equatorial air currents are drawn down over
northern Australia and at the same time the westerlies are
pushed far to the south of the continent In the cool season
i e from May to October the equatorial system swings away
over Asia and the westerlies are dragged north over the
southern half of Australia These great swings bring about
the characteristic seasonal changes and determine the way
in which rainfall is distributed over the continent and
throughout the year
Over northern Australia the inflowing winds in the hot
season bring the heavy monsoonal rainfall which is such a
contrast to the rainless months of the cooler season with its
off shore winds The coastal areas fronting the highlands
m Queensland thus receive the heaviest rainfall in Australia
but except for the Queensland coast the alternation of ram
and drought is a very real handicap to development On the
other hand the moderate rainfall of the south is associated
with the low pressures of the westerly drift mainly in
winter and spring while more or less prolonged drought
tends to be normal in summer
Generally speaking the winds on the Pacific coast are
on shore for most of the year and represent the play of the
trade winds as the whole system swings north and south
The presence of the warm current flowing to the south along
the edge of the continent has some significance because the
winds bring ashore the warm saturated air which passes over
the coastal highlands of the Great Divide Hence the east
coast receives an adequate rainfall fairly evenly distributed
throughout the year On the contrary the southern and
western shores of the western half of Australia are subject

